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Abstract
The use of the prominent FDTD method for the time-domain scattering of electromagnetic waves by
devices with small geometrical details can require very fine grids and lead to unmanageable computational
time and storage. We propose an extension of a Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain (DGTD) method
to locally-refined, possibly non-conforming meshes, coupled to a fictitious domain approach. The DGTD
method we use is set on block-structured grids of orthogonal elements and is based on centered flux
approximations for surface integrals and a second-order leap-frog scheme for advancing in time. The
stability of the method has been analyzed previously, it is proved that a discrete electromagnetic energy
is exactly preserved. The dispersion analysis is completed in this paper. Also, new features of the
method are introduced herein: the use of PML regions in a DG context has been detailed, and a first
step towards the coupling with a fictitious domain approach has been done, leading to very promising
preliminary numerical results.
Structured Abstract
Research paper
Purpose. The use of the prominent FDTD method for the time-domain solution of electromagnetic
wave propagation past devices with small geometrical details can require very fine grids and can lead to
unmanageable computational time and storage. We extend the analysis of a DGTD method (able to handle
possibly non-conforming locally refined grids, based on portions of Cartesian grids) and investigate the use
of PML regions and the coupling with a fictitious domain approach.
Design/methodology/approach. Based on a Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain method, we de-
velop a fictitious domain approach to deal with complex and small geometrical details.
Findings. The fictitious domain approach is a very interesting complement to the FDTD method, since
it makes possible to handle complex geometries. However, the fictitious domain approach requires small
volumic elements, thus making the use of the FDTD on wide, regular, fine grids often unmanageable. The
DGTD method has the ability to handle easily locally-refined grids and we show it can be coupled to a
fictitious domain approach.
Research limitations/implications. Although the stability and dispersion analysis of the DGTD
method is complete, the theoretical analysis of the fictitious domain approach in the DGTD context is not.
It is a subject of further investigation (which could provide important insights for potential improvements).
Originality/value. To our knowledge, it is the first time a DGTD method is coupled with a fictitious
domain approach.
1
1 Introduction
The solution of the time-domain Maxwell equations on space grids is nowadays commonly used for the
modeling of systems involving electromagnetic waves. Although the Finite Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) methods based on Yee’s scheme [36] are still prominent, the urge for handling complex struc-
tures and complex geometries has motivated the proposition of several methods able to deal with unstruc-
tured meshes, like Finite Element Time-Domain (FETD) methods [24, 26], Finite Volume Time-Domain
(FVTD) methods [9, 22] and Discontinuous Galerkin Time-Domain methods [10], meeting a tremendous
development in particular because they can lead to high orders of accuracy by simply choosing suitable
basis functions [20, 29], either based on upwind or partially upwind fluxes with multi-step low-storage
Runge-Kutta time-schemes [20] (leading to slightly diffusive approximations) or on centered fluxes and
leap-frog time schemes [30], leading to slightly less accurate but energy preserving approximations.
Although increasing numbers of numerical simulations of electromagnetic and electronic systems are
being made on unstructured (mostly tetrahedral) grids rather than Cartesian grids and using DGTD
methods rather FDTD methods, computations on structured grids are in general easier to prepare and
post-process, in particular because of the existence of pre- and post-processing tools initially developed
for FDTD methods. Therefore, the investigation of accurate and efficient DGTD methods on Cartesian
grids is still a question of interest [2]. However, Cartesian grids are not adapted to complex geometries.
In the presence of complex structures, two solutions were imagined in the restricted context of FDTD
methods, and each of these solutions can be re-examined in the context of DGTD methods:
• use locally refined (conforming or non-conforming) cartesian grids and replace the complex bound-
ary of structures by an approximate staircased boundary: artificial scatterings lead in that case
to limited inaccuracies [7] if the grid is refined; whenever the mesh is locally refined, it is well
known that FDTD couplings generally show long time instabilities [25, 31]; in the context of
DGTD method, the use of non-conforming block-Cartesian grids has already been proposed [8],
with proved stability and accuracy, but the treatment of staircased artificial boundaries could also
pollute the solutions.
• use a fictitious domain approach, where the boundary condition on the physical boundary is
handled in a least-square sense via a projection on a discrete constraint; this method, introduced
in the 1960’s for elliptic problems, was applied to numerous domains [3, 17, 35], including time-
domain wave propagations problems [11, 15]; the main part of the computational time is devoted
to computations on the volumic Cartesian grid, a small part being devoted to the computation of
Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the constraint on the object boundary.
In general, the fictitious domain approach can produce an approximate solution of Maxwell equations
only if some compatibility condition is satisfied between the element size of the surfacic mesh of the
object and size of volumic elements [35, 3]. Therefore, a small geometrical detail on the surface of
the object, leading to small surfacic elements, leads necessarily to locally small volumic elements, and
the global computation can be done only if a locally-refined volumic grid can be dealt with. This
sums up the aim of this paper: to build a fictitious domain approach based on DGTD method and to
produce preliminary numerical results on complex geometries with locally refined meshes, the DGTD
implementation of UPML regions [37] being an additional feature.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the general framework of DGTD methods considered
is introduced, as well as the particular choice of brick elements and local approximation spaces; in
Section 3, the UPML medium used is presented, along with the implementation of the DG space-
discretization; Section 4 is devoted to the fictitious domain approach proposed; preliminary numerical
results are presented in Section 5 and conclusions and further investigations are drawn in Section 6.
2 DG methods for time-domain electromagnetics
We consider the three-dimensional time-domain Maxwell’s equations for heterogeneous anisotropic lin-
ear media with source ~j (current density). The electric permittivity tensor ε¯(x) and the magnetic
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permeability tensor µ¯(x) are symmetric positive definite, varying in space and uniformly bounded. The
electromagnetic field ( ~E, ~H) verify the following Maxwell equations, where divergence constraints have
been dropped: 

ε¯
∂ ~E
∂t
= ~curl ~H −~j,
µ¯
∂ ~H
∂t
= − ~curl ~E.
(1)
Replacing in the equations above the ~curl operator by three directional partial derivatives of fluxes,
Maxwell equations can be rewritten as a set of balance equations in conservative form.
We mainly consider exterior problems with metallic objects (volumes or surfaces). The problem can
be set on a bounded domain Ω of R3, with an exterior metallic boundary condition (i.e. ~n × ~E = ~0)
or an absorbing boundary condition (Silver-Mu¨ller first-order condition ~n × ~E = −cµ ~n × (~n × ~H) or
PML-type) on the exterior boundary ∂Ω∞ (here, ~˜n denotes the unitary outwards normal).
2.1 General principle of DG methods
The general principle of DG methods, used for the solution of Partial Differential Equations in conser-
vative form consists in 1) using a partition of the computational domain into polyhedra (called cells or
elements); 2) for each cell, choosing a local set of basis fields and assume the fields will be approximated
by linear combinations of these fields; hence, the approximate fields will be a priori discontinuous at
element faces; 3) use an element-base integral form of the equations at hand and, after integrating
by parts, handle numerically all surface integrals on element faces, for which the approximate field is
discontinuous. The reader can refer to a rich literature on the subject, in particular in electromagnetics
[8, 14, 20].
The Discontinuous Galerkin approach has many advantages, like easy implementation, in particular
in a parallel computation setting, easy use of so-called hp-refinement (variable size and order of accuracy
through elements), possible use of non-conforming meshes. The most simple DG method at hand consists
in approximating fields by constants inside elements, which yields a simple finite volume approximation.
The reader can find a detailed description on the method on unstructured tetrahedral meshes in [14] as
well as on locally-refined block cartesian grids [8].
In the most general case, for each polyhedral element Ti, the local electric permittivity tensor ε¯i and
the local magnetic permeability tensor µ¯i are assumed constant inside the element Ti. We call interface
between two neighboring elements their intersection (if it is a surface with nonzero two-dimensional
measure). One should notice that this interface can be only a part of a face of one hexahedron in
a non-conforming case. For each internal interface aik = Ti
⋂ Tk, we denote by ~nik the integral over
the interface of the unitary normal, oriented from Ti towards Tk (same definitions are extended to
boundary interfaces, the index k corresponding to a ghost element outside the domain). We denote by
~˜nik = ~nik/‖~nik‖ = t(n˜ikx, n˜iky, n˜ikz) the normalized normals and by Vi the set of elements neighboring
Ti (i.e. having an interface in common with Ti). Inside each element Ti, the approximated fields
~Ei(x, t) and ~Hi(x, t) are searched for as linear combinations of chosen local basis of vector fields ~ϕij , 1 ≤
j ≤ di, where di denotes the local number of scalar degrees of freedom, i.e. for example, ∀x in Ti,
~Ei(x, t) =
∑
1≤j≤di
Eij(t) ~ϕij(x). Dot-multiplying (1) by a given basis function ~ϕij , integrating over Ti
and integrating by parts, yields 1) well-defined volume integrals and 2) surface integrals for which an
approximation has to be made (in order to compute values at the boundaries of the element). In the
particular context of linear time-domain wave propagation problems, one can use totally centered fluxes
(i.e. the approximate values for electromagnetic fields at aik = Ti
⋂ Tk are simply the average values of
traces on both sides) coupled with a leap-frog time-discretization scheme with a given time-step ∆t (in
the sequel, superscripts refer to time-stations; unknowns related to the electric (resp. magnetic) field are
approximated at integer (resp. half-integer) time-stations). Thus, (1) is discretized in time and space
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as

(
M ǫi
~En+1i − ~Eni
∆t
)
j
=
∫
Ti
~curl ~ϕij . ~H
n+1/2
i −
∫
Ti
~jn+1/2.~ϕij−
∑
k∈Vi
∫
aik
(~ϕij ×
~Hn+1/2i +
~Hn+1/2k
2
).~˜nik ,(
Mµi
~Hn+3/2i − ~Hn+1/2i
∆t
)
j
= −
∫
Ti
~curl ~ϕij .~E
n+1
i +
∑
k∈Vi
∫
aik
(~ϕij ×
~En+1i +
~En+1k
2
).~˜nik .
(2)
where the j subscripts denote the jth component of vectors in the left hand side, ~Ei and ~Hi denote
the column vectors of scalar degrees of freedom inside elements, and M ǫi and M
µ
i are local square
(symmetric positive definite) mass matrices of size di, with general terms (M
ǫ
i )jl =
∫
Ti
t ~ϕij ε¯i~ϕil,
(Mµi )jl =
∫
Ti
t~ϕij µ¯i~ϕil.
The time and space discretization proposed leads to a quasi-explicit, energy-conserving (in the ab-
sence of absorbing boundaries), dissipation-free numerical method and a stability result exists in the
general case of arbitrary polyhedral grids [14], with a CFL-like stability condition on ∆t. Convergence
is proved at least in cases where the physical medium has piecewise constant properties [10, 14].
2.2 A particular DGTD method on orthogonal hexahedra
In his PhD thesis, N. Canouet proposed to use particular DGTD methods, adapted to block-cartesian
grids [8]. Two methods were indeed considered, each deriving from the scheme (2) with a particular
choice for the sets of local fields ~ϕij . For each hexahedron Ti, let us introduce Gi = t(xGi, yGi, zGi) its
mass center and ∆ = t(∆xi,∆yi,∆zi) its sizes. The two DG finite element spaces are:
• the DG-P1div method, deriving from the 9 following L2-orthogonal basis functions:

~ϕi1 =
t(1, 0, 0), ~ϕi2 =
t(y − yGi, 0, 0), ~ϕi3 = t(z − zGi, 0, 0),
~ϕi4 =
t(0, 1, 0), ~ϕi5 =
t(0, x− xGi, 0), ~ϕi6 = t(0, z − zGi, 0),
~ϕi7 =
t(0, 0, 1), ~ϕi8 =
t(0, 0, x− xGi), ~ϕi9 = t(0, 0, y − yGi).
(3)
• the DG-Q1div method, deriving from the functions (3) completed by

~ϕi10 =
t((y − yGi)(z − zGi), 0, 0),
~ϕi11 =
t(0, (x− xGi)(z − zGi), 0),
~ϕi12 =
t(0, 0, (x− xGi)(y − yGi)).
(4)
Since the bases of P1div and Q
1
div are L
2-orthogonal, the schemes will only require the ”inversion” of
diagonal local mass matrices. Another advantage is that the orthogonal form of the bases makes the hy-
bridization of schemes very easy to implement. Concerning stability, the numerically observed maximal
values of the Courant number ν = c∆t
√
3/h leading to a stable method on cubes of size h can be com-
pared to the corresponding value for Yee’s scheme, for which ν = 1. We have observed numerically that
νP1div = νQ1div = 0.65. An additional DG-P
2
div method was considered to get rid of possible numerical
reflections at boundaries of a locally refined grid [8].
Divergence preservation. It is clear that Gauss laws are automatically satisfied by transient solutions
of Maxwell’s equations if they are satisfied at initial time, i.e. div(ε¯ ~E) = ρ, div(µ¯ ~H) = 0, where the
density of electric charge ρ verifies ∂ρ∂t = div(
~j). However, since Maxwell equations are only solved in an
approximate way, it is very interesting to investigate whether numerical approximations of Gauss laws
are verified by the numerical approximate fields. It has been proved that the DG-Q1div method (2)-(3)-
(4) preserves the Gauss divergence laws on a conforming orthogonal hexahedral grid in the following
weak sense: the approximate electromagnetic fields (~Eni ,
~Hn+1/2i )i,n verify: ∀ψ ∈ Q1 (set of continuous
piecewise-affine scalar functions), we have ~∇ψ ∈ Q1div, ~curl~∇ψ D
′
= ~0, and∫
Ωh
ψ div ε¯(~En+1 − ~En) = ∆t
∫
Ωh
ψ div~jn+1/2,
∫
Ωh
ψ div µ¯(~Hn+1/2 − ~Hn-1/2) = 0.
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Dispersion analysis. A general dispersion analysis for DGTD methods on Cartesian grids for complete
sets of polynomial functional sets has been given by Ainsworth [2]. In the present cases, either with the
DG − P1div method or the DG − Q1div method, the polynomial functional sets are not complete and a
dispersion analysis can be done by hand in the homogeneous isotropic case on uniform grids. Previous
partial results [8] have been completed and the conclusions are quite interesting. For the DG − P1div,
they can be summed up in the following way [6] in function of the wave vector ~k = (kx, ky, kz) and
h = max (∆x,∆y,∆z) (let us define the constant vector ~s = (sx := ∆x/h, sy := ∆y/h, sz := ∆z/h)):
• either ~k is not such that 3kx = ‖~k‖ or 3ky = ‖~k‖ or 3kz = ‖~k‖, and the dispersion relation is
of the form ω
2
|k|2c2 = 1 − 2Z(~k,~s)h2 + k
2c2∆t2
12 + o(h
2,∆t2), where Z(~k,~s) is bounded when h and
∆t go to zero; in that case the relation dispersion shows the plane waves (in the direction ~k) are
propagated with second-order accuracy; however, the function Z(~k,~s) grows unboundedly when ~k
goes near singular directions (see second case);
• or ~k is such that 3kx = ‖~k‖ or 3ky = ‖~k‖ or 3kz = ‖~k‖, and the dispersion relation is of the form
ω2
|k|2c2 = 1 ± X(~k,~s)h + k
2c2∆t2
12 + o(h,∆t
2) which means plane waves in some directions are not
propagated with second-order accuracy, and the scheme is first-order accurate.
The form of this result is quite surprising, in particular because the singular directions do not depend on
the aspect ratios (i.e. ~s) of the elements. This should be related in some way to the incompleteness of
the DG spaces finite element spaces considered. This is confirmed by the fact that the same dispersion
analysis conducted for the DG − P1 method (complete set of piecewise affine fields) leads to overall
second-order accuracy. Finally, the results are similar for the DG − Q1div, which also means that the
first-order dispersion in singular directions is not linked to the weak divergence property, only verified
by DG−Q1div method.
Anyway, in the computations made with these DG methods, no particular problem was actually
encountered with errors in so-called singular directions. The behavior of the methods is similar to
comparable DG methods: near the limit of the stability of each scheme, the dispersion errors are really
close to each other and comparable to those of the FDTD [36]. Moreover, as the time-step gets smaller,
the maximal dispersion does not increase with DG methods (which is not the case of the FDTD).
Non-conforming local refinement. One property of the DG discretization methods is to handle easily non-
conforming local refinement of cartesian grids, as well as variations in the local order of accuracy. This
allows a dramatic reduction of the number of degrees of freedom required for the treatment of systems
with small details. We use here the same approach as in [8]: a coarse grid is used, and locally refined in
particular zones of interest. In all elements, the local discretization space used is Q1div. However, around
the selected zones of interest, the order of local approximation can be enhanced to Q2div [6] in order to
get rid of artificial reflections at the non-conforming interfaces (see Figure 1).
Qdiv
2
Q1
div
Q
div
1
Figure 1: Discretization spaces used in a non-conforming locally refined grid.
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3 A Discontinuous Galerkin implementation of UPML
Exterior wave propagation problems have to be set on a bounded domain. The use of an artificial bound-
ary of the domain with an approximately transparent boundary condition can be of dramatic importance
for time-domain computations. Absorbing boundary conditions have been constructed since many years
for wave propagation problems, with general smooth far-field boundaries [13, 18]. These methods per-
form very well for plane waves with orthogonal incidence, but more poorly (artificial reflections) as the
wave vector gets closer to grazing incidence.
At the same time, the idea to post a material layer around the domain with absorbing properties was
also developed. Recently, Be´renger [5] proposed to use layers of a totally artificial, perfectly matched
material such that no artificial reflection was present for any plane wave with any incidence at the
continuous level. In this method, each component of the perturbed electromagnetic field is split into two
artificial subcomponents, making this formulation a split-field formulation, very different from Maxwell
equations. The method had a deep impact on the community and was adapted to different engineering
problems involving waves [12, 23, 37]. It was also enhanced in many ways, by getting rid of possible
unbounded linear growth [1, 4] in particular via so-called unsplit formulations [28, 34, 37], where the
equations for perturbed fields can be seen as perturbations of Maxwell equations. This also allows the
introduction of metallic conductors through the UPML regions, like an infinite feeding line for instance.
3.1 The UPML continuous formulation
We refer to [34] for the derivation of the UPML method we use in this work. We assume the material
is homogeneous and isotropic near the UPML region, i.e. ε¯ = ε I3, µ¯ = µ I3. Introducing a priori
six conductivity parameters defining the artificial material, (σs)s∈{x,y,z} and (σ
∗
s )s∈{x,y,z}, the artificial
material in the absorbing layer is ”perfectly matched” if, for ∀s ∈ {x, y, z}, σs/ε = σ∗s/µ := σ¯s.
Introducing two additional fields ~P and ~Q, and two perturbed electromagnetic fields ( ~˜E, ~˜H), defined by
∀s ∈ {x, y, z}, E˜s = Es + σ¯sPs, H˜s = Hs + σ¯sQs, (5)
the UPML equations read{
∂t
~˜E +R ~˜E + S ~P = 1ε
~curl ~˜H,
∂t ~P +N ~P − ~˜E = 0,
{
∂t
~˜H +R ~˜H + S ~Q = − 1µ ~curl ~˜E,
∂t ~Q+N ~Q− ~˜H = 0,
(6)
where the matrices R, S, and N are three 3× 3 diagonal matrices, given by

R = diag [ σ¯y + σ¯z − σ¯x, σ¯x + σ¯z − σ¯y, σ¯x + σ¯y − σ¯z] ,
S = diag [ (σ¯x − σ¯y)(σ¯x − σ¯z), (σ¯y − σ¯x)(σ¯y − σ¯z), (σ¯z − σ¯x)(σ¯z − σ¯y)] ,
N = diag [ σ¯x, σ¯y, σ¯z] .
(7)
One can easily notice that, away from the UPML regions, where all artificial conductivities σ¯s are zero,
the perturbed fields are equal to the physical electromagnetic fields (i.e. ~˜E = ~E and ~˜H = ~H), and they
are solutions of the original Maxwell equations.
3.2 DG space discretization of the UPML formulation
In each finite element Ti, the numerical unknowns are doubled (actually, only in UPML regions). They
correspond to components of the fields ( ~˜E, ~˜H, ~P , ~Q) on the local bases of fields ~ϕij , 1 ≤ j ≤ di (in the
sequel, the˜symbols will be omitted). For clarity, we recall that:
∀~x ∈ Ti,


~Ei(~x) =
∑di
j=1Eij ~ϕij(~x),
~Hi(~x) =
∑di
j=1Hij ~ϕij(~x),
~Qi(~x) =
∑di
j=1Qij ~ϕij(~x),
~Pi(~x) =
∑di
j=1 Pij ~ϕij(~x).
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Then, using these approximations, multiplying (6) by any basis function ~ϕij , integrating over the element
Ti, integrating by parts, and using the centered flux approximation for surface integrals, we get [6] in
matricial form: 

Mi
∂Ei
∂t
+ RiEi + SiPi =
1
ε
(AiHi −
∑
k∈Vi
FikHk)
Mi
∂Pi
∂t
+ NiPi −MiEi = 0
Mi
∂Hi
∂t
+ RiHi + SiQi =
1
µ
(−AiEi +
∑
k∈Vi
FikEk)
Mi
∂Qi
∂t
+ NiQi −MiHi = 0
(8)
where we have used the following notations:
• Xi is the column-vector (Xil)l=1,di , for X ∈ {H,E,Q, P};
• Mi is the local s.p.d. di × di mass matrix, with Mi[j, l] =
∫
Ti
~ϕij · ~ϕil
• Ai is a square (di × di) matrix, with Ai[j, l] = 12
∫
Ti
[ ~rot~ϕil · ~ϕij + ~rot~ϕij · ~ϕil]
• for Tk neighboring Ti, Fik is a rectangular (di×dk) flux matrix, with Fik[j, l] = 12
∫
aik
(~ϕij×~ϕkl)· ~˜nik
• Ri, Si, Ni are three square (di × di) matrices, with Zi[j, l] =
∫
Ti
Z~ϕij · ~ϕil, for Z ∈ {R,S,N};
3.3 Time-discretization of the discrete UPML formulation
Introducing the variables Xi and Yi in R
2di and the square (2di)× (2di) matrix Ui defined by:
Xi =
(
Ei
Pi
)
, Yi =
(
Hi
Qi
)
, Ui =

 M−1i Ri M−1i Si
−Id M−1i Ni

 , (9)
equations (8) take the form

∂Xi
∂t
+ UiXi =
1
ε
M−1i
(
AiHi −
∑
k∈Vi
FikHk
0
)
∂Yi
∂t
+ UiYi =
1
µ
M−1i
( −AiEi +∑k∈Vi FikEk
0
) (10)
We chose to use a leap-frog type time-integration scheme for the terms in the right-hand side of the
equations, with an exponential time-scheme for the loss-type terms in the left-hand side. Electric fields
Xi (thus Ei and Pi) are computed at integer time-stations, while magnetic fields Yi (thus Hi and Qi)
are computed at half-integer time-stations. The time-scheme reads:

Xn+1i = e
−Ui∆tXni +
1
ε
(∫ ∆t
0
e−Uis ds
)
M−1i
(
AiH
n+1/2
i −
∑
k∈Vi
FikH
n+1/2
k
0
)
Yn+3/2 = e−Ui∆tYn+1/2i −
1
µ
(∫ ∆t
0
e−Uis ds
)
M−1i
(
AiE
n+1
i −
∑
k∈Vi
FikE
n+1
k
0
)
.
(11)
The stability and the applicability of the scheme proposed depends on the properties of the matrices Ui
(it is clear that, away from PML regions, we recover the leap-frog time-scheme, which is stable under
a CFL-like stability condition). The computation of the exponentials of matrices used in the scheme
above are easy as long as the matrices Ui are diagonalizable, which is the case if σ¯x 6= σ¯y 6= σ¯z 6= σ¯x.
We have used classical profiles for the artificial conductivities, i.e. σs(x, y, z) = (1+αs)σm[s/ξ]
n, where
s denotes the space coordinate along the s-axis starting at the inside boundary of the UPML region,
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ξ is the thickness of the UPML region, n = 2 yields a parabolic profile for the conductivity, and σm
represents the maximal conductivity at the exterior boundary. The global reflection coefficient of the
UPML region is related to this parameter σm [6]. In UPML ”corner” and ”edge” regions (i.e. where two
or three conductivity coefficients are non-zero), αx, αy and αz are chosen small if necessary and such
that σ¯x 6= σ¯y 6= σ¯z 6= σ¯x in all UPML elements. If one or less conductivity σ¯s is non zero (i.e. in the
central domain and in UPML ”face” regions), it is preferred not to use the corresponding components of
the additional fields ~P and ~Q, since it can be shown their contributions vanish in (6) for what concerns
the time evolution of electromagnetic fields ~E ≡ ~˜E and ~H ≡ ~˜H.
Finally, on the exterior boundary of the UPML region, a simple reflecting metallic boundary condition
is used (letting reflected waves being absorbed another time in their way back through the UPML
regions).
3.4 Numerical assessment on planar structures
In this section, we assess the time and space discretizations schemes on simple numerical test-cases
involving planar structures. First, an infinite transmission line is simulated and its radiation pattern
and impedance bandwidth are evaluated; then a patch antenna (with air or dielectric substrates) is
connected to the transmission line and numerically characterized.
Numerical analysis of an infinite transmission line. The micro-strip transmission line considered is set
over a dielectric substrate (εr = 1, thickness h = 0.794mm, widthW = 2.46mm) with a metallic ground
plane. Instead of exciting the micro-strip line in a transverse plane [19, 33] via the vertical (normal to the
strip plane) component Ez of the electric field, a vertical source current ~J = Jz~ez in the frequency band
10-20 GHz is used, Jz being a sine-modulated Gaussian of the form: Jz = J0 e
(t−t0)
2/T 2 sin (2πf0(t− t0))
with J0 = 1 A/m
2, t0 = 2.14 T , and T = 0.483/fmax with fmax =22 GHz. In the DG-Q
1
div framework,
the excitation is taken into account for the degrees of freedom corresponding to vertical edges in the
excitation plane. The infinite micro-strip line is simulated by surrounding it in UPML regions, with
both ends embedded in UPML regions (see Figure 2). The brick elements are in this case cubes with
PML
PML
PML
PML
ground plane
micro-strip
y
x
ε r
W
h
PML
PML PML
PML
Figure 2: Infinite micro-strip line from above (left) and in the excitation plane (right).
edge ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.265 mm, corresponding to nine elements in the line width W and three in the
substrate thickness h. The 6-cell thick UPML regions are set at two cells away from the line in the 0x
and 0z, direction, with parabolic profile for the artificial conductivities.
The calculation of the characteristic impedance Zc(f) = V (f)/I(f) and the propagation constant
β(f) in function of the frequency requires the computation of Fourier transforms of the potential differ-
ence V (f) under the line (below the center) and the electric current I(f) inside the line, obtained via
contour integration of the magnetic field around the line (on a plane parallel to the excitation plane,
sufficiently far away from the excitation plane). This can be done by choosing the correct degrees of
freedom in the DG-Q1div formulation (see Figure 3). The computation of Zc(f) requires particular nu-
merical treatment in the context of numerical simulations with the FDTD [19, 33], because degrees of
freedom related to the electric and magnetic fields cannot be located in the same vertical plane. On
the contrary, this is the case in the DG-Q1div context. However, since both fields are not evaluated at
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Figure 3: Transverse section of the feeding line and integration contour of the magnetic field.
the same times (leap-frog time-scheme), a time correction is also considered here, for example by using
Icor(f) = I(f)eiω
∆t
2 instead of I(f). Empirical formulas for Zc(f) [32] yield ℜ(Zref0 ) = 68.9 Ω and
ℑ(Zref0 ) = 0 Ω. The computed values drawn on Figure 4 show a very good agreement with the expected
values (in particular, |Z0 − Zref0 | ≤ 1.4 Ω and |Z0 − Zref0 | ≤ 0.5 Ω in the range 15-20 GHz).
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Figure 4: Z0(f) after time correction (real part in continuous line, imaginary part in dashed line).
Numerical analysis of an infinite transmission line with local refinement. We consider now the same
test case with a locally-refined grid and aim at evaluating the possible reflection inside the micro-strip
transmission line due to the local non-conforming refinement. Therefore, we compute the reflection
coefficient (S11) and the standing wave ratio (SWR) for a transmission line going through a refined zone
[0; 13.25]× [10.6; 13.25]× [0; 13.25] (in mm, the whole domain being [0; 13.25]× [0; 26.5]× [0; 13.25]). The
refinement ratios considered are 1 (i.e. no refinement), 2, 4, and 8. Views of the corresponding grids
are shown on Figure 5. The computed values for the S11 (in dB) and SWR coefficients are shown on
Figure 6. They compare very well with the expected values (0 and 1 respectively).
Numerical analysis of a patch antenna. We compute numerically the coefficients S11 and SWR for a
rectangular patch antenna with a substrate equivalent to air (εr = 1). The patch is directly fed by an
asymmetric feeding line (see Figure 7). The computational domain 23, 820 mm×33, 348 mm×7, 94 mm
is first uniformly meshed with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0, 265 mm. The patch is excited via a dipole (with the
same characteristics as previously). The reflection coefficient S11 is directly accessible since the incident
tension has been computed for the transmission line only (i.e. S11(f) = (Vˆtot(t) − Vˆi(t))/Vˆi(t)). The
values of S11 and the standing wave ratio SRW (given by SWR = (1+ |S11|)/(1− |S11|)) are compared
on Figure 8 with results obtained by a standard FDTD and by the software hfss [21] (considered as
reference). The numerical results of the DGTD-Q1div method are in good agreement with those of hfss.
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Figure 5: The transmission line and the locally-refined grids
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Figure 7: Patch antenna fed by a micro-strip line.
Numerical analysis of a patch antenna with local refinement. In order to obtain a better accuracy in a
region close to the patch and the line, we consider now the same configuration with a locally refined
cartesian grid. The patch and the line are completely included in the refined zone, as described in
Figure 9. The computational domain 23, 820 mm × 33, 348 mm × 7, 94 mm is uniformly meshed with
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0, 794 mm and refined (cell dimensions are divided by 4 in all three directions,
thus ∆xr = ∆yr = ∆zr = 0, 1985 mm) in a 12, 704 mm × 23, 82 mm × 1, 588 mm zone around the
antenna and the line. Therefore, the mesh is finer than the reference uniform grid near the patch
antenna, and coarser outside the refined box. The total number of elements in the locally refined mesh,
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Line
Figure 9: Locally refined non conforming mesh for the patch antenna.
here approximately 73k, is to be compared with the number of elements of the uniform mesh with
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0, 1985 mm, approximately 806k elements, and with the reference uniform mesh
with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0, 265 mm, approximately 340k elements. The values of S11 are compared
on Figure 10 with results obtained by a standard FDTD on the fine reference uniform mesh (with
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0, 265 mm) and by the software hfss (considered as reference). The numerical
results computed on the locally refined mesh with the DGTD-Q1div method compare very well at least,
indeed get closer than those obtained with the FDTD to those obtained by hfss.
4 A fictitious domain approach based on a DG method
The fictitious domain approaches have been introduced in order to replace the solution of a system
of PDEs outside geometrically complex domain with physical boundary conditions on its boundaries,
by a locally modified (in general by a local source term) system of PDEs in a geometrically simple
domain, for example a parallelepipedic part of Rd. Amongst many approaches (see for other types of
approaches), the most popular point of view in the domain of wave propagation problems is based on
Lagrange multipliers [3] and the solution of a saddle-point problem [16, 17, 35]. Boundary conditions
are set in a weak way, which allows the joint use of a cartesian volumic grid and a surfacic (possibly
triangular) mesh for the physical boundary.
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4.1 A standard fictitious domain method for the Maxwell equations
Let us denote by Ωi the volumic domain occupied by a metallic perfect conductor, with Γ its regular
boundary, and Ωex = Ω/Ω¯i the exterior domain. In the fictitious domain approach [15], the time-domain
Maxwell equations on Ω× R+ are replaced by the new set of equations, according to:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Find ( ~E, ~H) in H( ~curl,Ωex) such that

ε0∂t ~E − ~curl ~H = 0 on Ωex,
µ0∂t ~H + ~curl ~E = 0 on Ωex,
~E × ~n = 0 on Γ,
−→
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Find ( ~E, ~H) in H( ~curl,Ω) and
~j in H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) such that

ε0∂t ~E − ~curl ~H +B∗~j = 0
µ0∂t ~H + ~curl ~E = 0
B ~E = 0
(12)
where H( ~curl,Ω) := {~v ∈ L2(Ω)3, ~curl ~v ∈ L2(Ω)3}, H−1/2(Γ) is a trace space containing the tangential
components of H( ~curl,Ω) fields, H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) = {~µ ∈ H−1/2(Γ)2,divΓ ~µ ∈ H−1/2(Γ)2} is a subspace
of H−1/2(Γ), on which one can define the bilinear form b : H( ~curl,Ω)×H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) −→ R by
b( ~E,~j) :=
∫
Γ
(
( ~Eh × ~n)× ~n
)
·~j.
Finally, using the duality between H−1/2( ~curlΓ,Γ) and H
−1/2(divΓ,Γ), the linear operator B from
H( ~curl,R3) into H−1/2( ~curlΓ,Γ) (and its adjoint B
∗) are defined by duality by: ∀ ~E ∈ H( ~curl,R3),∀~j ∈
H−1/2(divΓ,Γ), < B ~E,~j >=< ~E,B
∗~j >:= b( ~E,~j).
Properties of the formulation. The well-posedness of the new formulation in (12) has been established
in [15] (assuming compatibility relations on the initial conditions). It uses an ”inf-sup” condition on the
continuous spaces, i.e. there exists k > 0 such that
inf
~j∈H−1/2(divΓ,Γ)

 sup
~E∈H(curl,Ω)

 b( ~E,~j)
|| ~E||
H(
~curl,Ω)
||~j||H−1/2(divΓ,Γ)



 ≥ k (13)
It is also proved that the energy of the solution is constant in time (provided the initial compatibility
relations are verified).
Convergence of the semi-discretization in space. The semi-discretization in space, in a finite element
analysis sense, starts with the choices of subspaces of H( ~curl,Ω) and H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) of finite dimensions
(assuming a volumic grid and a surfacic triangular mesh are given). In the case where the ”inf-sup”
condition (13) holds on the subspaces with a bound on the constant k independent of the size of the
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meshes, the convergence of the formulation (12) is proved (see [3] for the wave equations and [15] for
Maxwell equations). However, there seem to remain a mesh compatibility condition between the size of
the cartesian grid elements and the size of the triangles in the metallic surfacic mesh. A theoretical result
was given by Girault and Glowinski in [35] for the waves equations, which was qualitatively confirmed
for Maxwell equations [15]: if h denotes the grid size for the volumic cartesian grid, and h′ denotes the
size of the smallest triangular element in the surfacic triangulation, then the condition h ≤ h′ should be
verified. This condition implies that a small detail in the surfacic mesh will make mandatory the use of
a very fine volumic grid, leading to prohibitive computational requirements. We aim now at mixing a
fictitious domain approach with locally-refined DGTD methods.
4.2 A DGTD fictitious domain method for the Maxwell equations
Space discretization. We intend to use the DGTD method presented in Section 2.2. The electric and
magnetic fields are seeked for in the finite dimensional space Q1div, which makes the approximation
non-conformal in the finite element sense (i.e. Q1div 6⊂ H( ~curl,Ω)). Thus, the bilinear form b( ~E,~j) is
not well-defined for ~E ∈ H( ~curl,Ω). The idea is then to use some projection operator A from Q1div onto
H( ~curl,Ω) and to consider the following DGTD fictitious domain formulation: find ( ~Eh, ~Hh) ∈ Vh×Vh
with Vh = {~Vh ∈ L2(Ω)3|∀i, ~Vh|Ti ∈ Q1div(Ti)}, and ~jh′ ∈ Jh′ (Jh′ being a subspace of H−1/2(divΓ,Γ))
such that, ∀E∗ ∈ Vh, ∀H∗ ∈ Vh, ∀j∗ ∈ Jh′ ,

ε0(∂t ~Eh, ~E
∗
h)− ( ~curlDG ~E∗h, ~Hh) + b
(
A( ~E∗h),
~jh′
)
= 0,
µ0(∂t ~Hh, ~H
∗
h) + (
~curlDG ~Eh, ~H
∗
h) = 0,
b
(
A( ~Eh),~j
∗
h′
)
= 0,
(14)
where initial conditions have been omitted. The ~curlDG operators denotes the DG space discretization
of the ~curl operator introduced in equations 2 (totally centered fluxes). In a compact form, the DG-
fictitious domain method above can be rewritten [6] in the compact form:

εMEt + LH = −BJ
µMHt − tLE = 0
tBE = 0
(15)
where all unknowns related to the electric (resp. magnetic) field are regrouped in a column vector E (resp.
H), the matrix M is the block-diagonal mass matrix induced by the Discontinuous Finite element basis
(( ~ϕij)1≤j≤di)Ti∈Ωh , J = (j1, . . . , jns)
t denotes the column vector of degrees of freedom for the surfacic
current, i.e. ~jh′ =
∑ns
s=1 js
~Ss, where (~Ss)1≤s≤ns is a basis for the subspace Jh′ of H
−1/2(divΓ,Γ), and
finally B is a d × ns (with d =
∑
i di) matrix with general term B(ij,s) =
∫
Γ
((
A(~ϕij) × ~nΓ
) × ~nΓ) · ~Ss.
Here, we have chosen for the surfacic current the Raviart-Thomas two-dimensional edge elements of
lowest degree. ns is the number of edges in the triangulation and degrees of freedom for ~jh′ are fluxes
through each edge. In the case where there is no metallic fictitious boundary, the matrix B vanishes
and we recover the standard compact Hamiltonian form for a DG discretization.
Time-discretization and algorithm. It is easy to show that the solutions of the space semi-discretized
equations (15) have a constant electromagnetic energy E = (εtHMH + µtEME)/2. This property can
be conserved with the following leap-frog time-integration algorithm:


1. Find Jn+1/2 such that tBEn+1 = 0, where
En+1 = En − ∆tε M−1(LHn+1/2 + BJn+1/2),
2. Hn+3/2 = Hn+1/2 + ∆tµ M
−1LEn+1.
⇔


1. E˜n+1 = En − ∆tε M−1LHn+1/2,
2. Find K | (tBM−1B)K = −tBE˜n+1
3. En+1 = E˜n+1 + M−1BK
4. Hn+3/2 = Hn+1/2 + ∆tµ M
−1LEn+1.
(16)
The matrix tBM−1B involved in the linear system of step 2 should be regular. It is clearly symmetric
and positive. The choice of the projection operator A must be done such that the matrix is definite. We
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choose for the operator A an orthogonal projection onto the finite-dimensional subspace Ah of H( ~curl,Ω)
obtained by using the Ne´de´lec lowest-order edge elements [27]. Ah = {~v = (vx, vy, vz), vx ∈ Q0,1,1, vy ∈
Q1,0,1, vz ∈ Q1,1,0} and we have indeed Ah ⊂ Vh. It is well known that the standard FDTD method
can be interpreted as a finite-element formulation with mass condensation, itself being equivalent to the
use of a different scalar product on Ah. In order to keep some compatibility with the more standard
FDTD-based fictitious domain approach, we define A as the orthogonal projection onto Ah for the scalar
product < ., . >α (α > 0) on Vh defined by
< ~U, ~V >α=< ~U, ~V >Ah +
∑
F aces
Ti
T
Tj
∫
Ti
T
Tj
J~UKJ~V K (17)
where J~UK denotes the jump of the tangential component of the vector field ~U and < ~U, ~V >Ah is the
standard mass condensation for the FDTD, i.e.
< ~U, ~V >Ah=
∆x∆y∆z
4
∑
(i,j,k)
[
Uxi,j− 12 ,k−
1
2
V xi,j− 12 ,k−
1
2
+ Uy
i− 12 ,j,k−
1
2
V y
i− 12 ,j,k−
1
2
+ Uzi− 12 ,j−
1
2 ,k
V zi− 12 ,j−
1
2 ,k
]
.
The reader can check [6] that < ., . >α is actually a scalar product, which extends the FDTD mass
condensation over Vh. One can also check that, for a given field ~Eh in Vh, then A( ~Eh) ∈ Ah does not
depend on α and its degree of freedom attached to a given edge in the cartesian grid is simply obtained
by taking the average of the traces in the four neighboring elements.
Finally, the question of the regularity of the matrix t BM−1B remains. If t BM−1BJ = 0, then
tJtBM−1BJ = 0, then BJ = 0. By definition of B, this means that for any field ~Eh in Vh, we have∫
Γ
((
A( ~Eh)×~nΓ
)×~nΓ) ·~j = 0. Since the projection A is clearly surjective from Vh onto Ah, this means
that
∫
Γ
((
~Xh × ~nΓ
) × ~nΓ) ·~j = 0 for any ~Xh in Ah. Thus ~j = 0 and the matrix is regular as long as it
is the case for the standard FDTD-fictitious domain method (which is the case under the compatibility
condition on the mesh sizes h and h′).
4.3 Summary of the DGTD fictitious domain method
The algorithm proposed is then the following: starting from known fields En and Hn+1/2,
1. compute the prediction E˜n+1 using the DGTD method with no object boundary;
2. project E˜n+1 onto Ah: for any edge, take the average of the four traces of E˜
n+1 around the edge;
3. compute Jn+1/2 as for the classical fictitious domain;
4. correct the electric field E˜n+1 to obtain En+1;
5. compute Hn+3/2 using the DGTD method with no object boundary.
The algorithm is very simple and the software developed can simply recycle a DGTD method in free
space and a fictitious domain method developed for the FDTD [15].
5 Preliminary numerical results
Numerical assessment on a tilted metallic plane. We consider a finite metallic plane illuminated by a
dipole and test the scattered field computed with or without the fictitious domain approach, if the plane
is tilted or not. The 1.5m × 1.5m × 1.5m computational domain is centered on the dipole (Gaussian
excitation with central frequency 1 GHz). The 0.6m × 0.6m metallic plane is located at a distance of
0.375m from the dipole. The 100×100×100 volumic grid has a grid size of hV = 15mm and the surfacic
mesh is made of 1000 edges (lengths in the range [30mm; 43mm]). The frequency response at f =1 GHz
is computed for four different configurations. In the first two configurations, the plane is not tilted. It
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Figure 11: Contours (in a cut) for the electric field at f =1 GHz with untilted plane: A) standard
boundary (left) and B) fictitious domain approach (right).
Figure 12: Contours (in a cut) for the electric field at f =1 GHz with untilted plane: C) standard
staircased boundary (left) and D) fictitious domain approach (right).
is exactly located on element interfaces and taken into account either A) classically (standard weak
treatment of a metallic boundary condition) or B) with the fictitious domain approach. Electric field
contour plots for both cases on Figure 11 show a very good agreement. In the last two configurations,
the plane is actually tilted. It is taken into account either C) classically with an approximate staircased
metallic boundary or D) with the fictitious domain approach. Electric field contour plots for both cases
are shown on Figure 12. The contours obtained in case D) are in very good agreement with those of
cases A) and B). The contours obtained with the staircased boundary differ significantly.
Scattering by a metallic sphere. We assess here the ability of the method to handle curved surfaces. We
consider the scattering by a metallic sphere (radius 0.5 m) of the field generated by a dipole (modulated
Gaussian signal with central frequency f =0.5 GHz). The dipole is located 0.385 m away from the
sphere. The 108×120×108 volumic mesh is such that h = 15 mm and the unstructured triangular
surfacic mesh of the sphere is quite regular, with 10248 edges (lengths in the range [18 mm; 23 mm]).
Contours of the electric field at frequency f =0.5 GHz are shown on Figure 13 in a cut plane enclosing
the dipole and the center of the sphere. The sphere is quite accurately taken into account. However,
some part of the field is transmitted inside the sphere, which is usual with fictitious domain methods
(as the metallic boundary condition is satisfied in a ”least-square sense” only). In the present case, the
attenuation of the field through the sphere is approximately 40 dB.
Cylinder horn antenna with no local refinement. We consider a revolution horn antenna whose geometry
is sketched on Figure 14 along with a view of the surfacic triangulation used. The geometry considered
here would lead to the generation of a complex volumic finite element mesh around the structure or a
15
Figure 13: Electric field at frequency f =0.5 GHz.
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Figure 14: Cylinder horn antenna fed by an electric dipole located at λg/4 (for f = 7.5 GHz) inside the
cylinder waveguide (lengths in mm).
very fine uniform cartesian grid in case a FDTD is used. Therefore, it is particularly well fitted to the
use of a fictitious domain technique. However, the fine ridges (1.93 mm) require the use of a very fine
surfacic mesh, typically in λ/20, as the first two modes of the horn are the TE11 mode (with frequency
7.056 GHz) and the TM01 mode (with frequency 8.929 GHz) and the horn is excited by an electric dipole
with central frequency f0 =7.5 GHz. We have used a 3492-edge surfacic mesh (edge lengths between
1.93 mm and 7.39 mm (see Figure 15). For the time-domain computation, a uniform volumic mesh with
h = 1 mm ∼ λ/40 and with 60×84×61 elements was used. Frequency planar cuts at f0 =7.5 GHz after
4000 time-steps of ∆t = 1.9 10−12s are shown on Figure 16. The cylindrical geometry of the dipole is
quite well taken into account. The horn antenna scatters in the axis direction. Also, a low field intensity
is artificially scattered through the metallic walls of the antenna.
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Figure 15: Surfacic mesh of the cylinder horn antenna.
Figure 16: Frequency planar cuts (at the dipole location) of the electric field at 7.5 GHz: normal plane
(left), axial plane (right).
Helix antenna with local refinement. We consider the symmetric helix antenna represented on top part
of Figure 17. The tiny diameter of the helical wire leads to surfacic meshes with some element edges
being very small compared to the total length of the structure, and therefore to huge volumic meshes
if not locally refined. We used a 5648-element triangular surfacic mesh of the wire, with edge lengths
in the range 0.296 − 0.5 mm (see bottom part of Figure 17). For the volumic mesh, in order to verify
the surfacic/volumic meshes compatibility condition, we have taken hV = 0.148 mm. A uniform mesh
of the 20 mm × 20 mm × 65 mm computational domain would lead to more than 8 million elements.
In order to reduce the number of elements, each helix is framed inside a 6 mm× 6 mm× 26 mm box.
Outside of the box, the mesh is de-refined with a ratio equal to 4. This leads to a locally refined mesh
with approximately 680k elements.
The double helix antenna is excited by an electric dipole located at the center, with central frequency
13 GHz. After 5000 times steps of ∆t ∼ 1.14 10−13s, frequency fields at 13 GHz are computed. A contour
plot of the electric field (cut in an axial plane) is shown on Figure 18. The contours show the geometry
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Figure 17: Symmetric helix antenna (top) with the surfacic mesh used (bottom).
Figure 18: Frequency cut in an axial plane) of the electric field.
has been taken into account. Intensive numerical tests should now investigate the accuracy of such
computations.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed in this paper an explicit DGTD method dealing with locally-refined block-Cartesian
grids, based on orthogonal brick elements. The method, which is a particular instance of DGTD non-
diffusive methods with centered numerical fluxes and a leap-frog time-scheme, can be coupled with a
fictitious domain approach in order to handle efficiently perfectly conducting structures with complex
geometries, including very small geometrical details. Preliminary and promising numerical results on
realistic industrial configurations have been presented.
Some further work is required, in particular in the actual use of the method on existing industrial
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configurations. At the same time, a theoretical work is still ahead to prove the convergence of the
method, the construction of such a proof could also give insights for a more accurate treatment of the
fictitious boundary condition that could be set on the magnetic field.
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